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CRD COMMENTARY -Selection of comparators
The comparator, optional salpingectomy performed after an IVF cycle has failed, was justified by it being current practice in many settings. You should decide if the comparator represents current practice in your own setting.
Validity of estimate of measure of effectiveness
The source of the effectiveness data was a single study. The study design, an RCT, was appropriate for the study question. The study sample appears to have been representative of the study population; full information on this and on comparability was given elsewhere (Strandell et al.1999 ) The analysis of effectiveness was handled credibly. There were no other sources of effectiveness data.
Validity of estimate of measure of benefit
The measure of health benefit was obtained directly from the effectiveness analysis. It did not include any of the side effects of surgery or IVF treatment. The authors argued that the complication rate was similar in the two treatment groups and, therefore, its inclusion would not affect the results.
Validity of estimate of costs
From the cost perspective adopted (i.e. that of the hospital), it seems that all the relevant categories of cost have been considered in the cost estimation. However, when the authors were making cost comparisons between the two patient groups, they decided to exclude the cost of neonatal care. They argued that the higher neonatal costs in the control group were due to it having a higher incidence of twin births, something which would not occur in a larger sample. It was unclear why the authors reported data on neonatal costs and then did not use them. However, it is interesting to note that including the cost of neonatal care made a large reduction in the extra cost of the intervention treatment, and in the larger study sample the cost per patient was actually lower in the intervention group.
The costs and the quantities were not reported separately, which will limit the generalisability of the authors' results. The resource use quantities were taken from a single study, while the prices were taken from published sources and the authors' setting No statistical, sensitivity or any other kind of analysis of the quantities was performed, and no sensitivity analysis of the prices was conducted. Charges used by the hospital were used as a proxy for prices of treatments and interventions. The use of charges to proxy costs has the limitation of not reflecting true opportunity costs, thus restricting the external validity of the results. The date to which the prices referred was recorded, and this increases the reproducibility of the results. Discounting was not carried out. There was insufficient information on the time span of the treatment to ascertain whether or not discounting was required.
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